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(For example, see [4] .) Since the cohomology of A occurs as the E2 term of the mod 2 Adams spectral sequence \Er(S°)}
[l], it is natural to ask if these squaring operations are in any way related to the structure of the spectral sequence. In §3 we shall prove a theorem which evaluates the differential d2 on aUia if a is a permanent cycle.
1. We let A denote the mod 2 Steenrod algebra and B(A) the standard bar resolution [2, p. (-<4) an element a\JiaEH2'~l-ir(A). Any two chain homotopies Si, S2: pA~A will give the same value for aUia and in particular will agree with value obtained by using the specific chain homotopy x given on p. 36 of [2] .
2. In dealing with the Adams spectral sequence, we shall use the formulation given in [l ] with such additional comments as we make here. We shall use freely the definitions and notations of [l] in the remainder of this paper.
Our first observation is that a modification of the techniques of Lemma 1 on p. Note. In (2.1) and elsewhere we omit explicit mention of the dimension of skeletons to which the conclusions of (2.1) apply. For any given argument here, one may choose re, k and / "large enough." 
